The Gray Zone represents a space between peaceful state rivalries and war. Within this space actors have developed hybrid strategies to extend their influence. This concept of conflict is best illustrated by Russia's actions in Eastern Ukraine in 2014. Gray Zone doctrine leverages ambiguity to create an environment in which adversaries are unable to make strategic decisions in a timely and confident manner. Cyber Operations, because of the attribution problem, lend themselves to this kind of conflict. This article explores the interactions between the Gray Zone and cyber operations and considers questions which NATO must address in order to adapt.
Introduction
Russia's annexation of Crimea in 2014 represented a severe challenge to NATO. The events that took place in Eastern Ukraine involved a hybrid strategy, which relied heavily on ambiguity. Strategists in Moscow used conventional forces, a grip on Russian-language media, a loose interpretation of international law, local proxies, information operations and cyber operations as tools to operate within the gray zone between war and peace. Although what Russia achieved in Crimea represented more than peaceful competition between states, it was achieved without triggering a large-scale military engagement.
In 2007 Russia launched another gray zone operation that navigated the fine line between war and peace. The denial of service attack that crippled Estonia in April of that year was the result of tensions between the two countries boiling over. Russia did not employ an armed response, which would inevitably 110 invoke Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty. Instead, a new kind of deniable operation was used, which lent itself to the gray zone: a cyber operation.
It is argued throughout this article that cyber operations have and will continue to be an effective tool for the adversaries of NATO as part of a gray zone strategy. The nascent concept of the gray zone will be explored and its relationship with hybrid warfare elucidated. The applicability of cyber operations to gray zone strategy will be discussed in terms of the problem of attribution for the victim and the advantage deniability affords for the attacker. Finally, three challenges NATO faces as a result of cyber operations within the gray zone will be presented. Firstly, the challenge ambiguity represents to Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty; secondly, achieving deterrence against limited operations that erode NATO influence; and finally, how to navigate this new norm of conflict that liberal democratic principles prohibit. It is beyond the remit of this article to solve these problems; the objective is rather to compel the academic community to engage with the challenges of the gray zone and how cyber operations will be assimilated into future strategies.
The Gray Zone
The gray zone between war and peace is the primary characteristic of modern conflicts. Carl von Clausewitz considers war to be an extension of a duel between two parties, "an act of violence intended to compel our opponent to fulfil our will." 1 For the majority of human history this definition of war was selfevident. From the Peloponnesian War onwards a state of war involved a known adversary with clear political objectives in opposition to one's own. According to General Curtis LeMay, winning wars was simple: "You've got to kill people and when you kill enough of them, they stop fighting." 2 Clausewitz's definition of war imbues with unchanging characteristics -war is violent, instrumental and political.
3 However, recent attention in academia and policymaking (especially within NATO) to concepts including hybrid wars, ambiguous wars and limited wars suggests that the character of war is changing -or at least the threats the Alliance faces are becoming less easily defined.
Of the scholars from multiple disciplines who have engaged with the concept of hybrid warfare over the years, 4 Frank Hoffman is perhaps the most widely quoted. According to his definition, hybrid warfare is a deviation from 
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previous incarnations: "Instead of separate challenges with fundamentally different approaches (conventional, irregular, terrorist), we can expect to face competitors who will employ all forms of war and tactics, perhaps simultaneously." 5 The paragon of such doctrine for Hoffman was Hezbollah in the 2006 Second Lebanon War, during which Hezbollah repelled a vastly superior Israeli conventional force through the use of both conventional and unconventional tactics.
6 Following Hoffman's interpretation of hybrid threats, the United States (US) will more frequently contend with adversaries capable of employing conventional weapons such as anti-tank and cruise missiles and unmanned aerial vehicles, while using irregular tactics such as hiding among the civilian population and improvised explosive devices. There is limited literature on cyber operations and their significance within hybrid strategies. 7 However, there is a much greater discussion surrounding the concept of cyber war as a distinct concept that is highly pertinent to the subject of hybrid war and gray zone conflict. 8 Gray zone conflict and hybrid war are not interchangeable concepts. Indeed, the use of the term "conflict" for the former and "war" for the latter is deliberate. The use of "unconventional" and "irregular" tactics is not limited to the strict Clausewitzian paradigm of war. The concept of the gray zone seeks to encompass operations that fall short of warfare due to intensity, legality or (most interestingly) ambiguity. Unconventional tactics can involve information, psychological, diplomatic or economic operations outside the definition of "warfare" if it is to be used in any meaningful sense. NATO commanders have begun to publically express concern over such unconventional threats. 9 It is the extensive use of unconventional tactics outside of strictly defined wartime that has contributed to a crisis in confidence within NATO. 10 as the region between peace and war, which is not yet fully understood. Actions undertaken in the gray zone go beyond normal peacetime competition but fall short of all-out war.
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Russian operations in Eastern Ukraine and Crimea had both a hybrid and ambiguous character. In 2014 Russia used a combination of conventional military forces (for example, amassing on the Russia/Ukraine boarder and naval patrols) and unconventional tactics (for example, "the little green men" and information dominance attained by leveraging Russian nationalism in East Ukraine) to secure the annexation of Crimea. These actions caused alarm throughout the Alliance despite Ukraine's status as a NATO non-member. Engineered uncertainty in Russian action and rhetoric crippled the Alliance's ability to respond and has the potential to do so again should the doctrine be employed against NATO members in Eastern Europe.
12 Whether these tactics were new or anchored with historical precedent remains a matter of debate.
13 What is clear, however, is that NATO is unprepared for gray zone conflict.
As demonstrated in Eastern Ukraine, ambiguity is a useful tool. Without a full picture of validated information, it becomes difficult for a strategist to choose the optimal course of action. By allowing ambiguity to feature within strategic decisions or by actively inserting ambiguity into strategy, it is possible to cloud the vision of enemy. The United Kingdom (UK) employs a policy of deliberate ambiguity in its strategic nuclear deterrent. As a result, adversaries of the UK are unaware of "when, how and at what scale" 14 the UK government would be willing to use nuclear weapons, including whether they would be used on a first-strike basis. A clear statement on the planned use of the nuclear deterrent would allow adversaries to more clearly calculate their own strategies. Ambiguity within strategic nuclear deterrence allows states to operate below the threshold of conflict by not explicitly threatening an individual adversary. It was a balance between known variables and ambiguous strategies that maintained stability during the Cold War.
11 United States Special Operations Command, "The Gray Zone," White paper, 9
September 2015), 1, http://army.com/sites/army.com/files/Gray%20Zones%20-%20USSOCOM%20White%20Paper%209%20Sep%202015.pdf (accessed 23 January 2016 Gray zone strategy is employed by non-liberal democratic states and authoritarian non-state actors. Such strategy, especially the use of ambiguity, is antithetic to societies based upon social pluralism, binding legal principles and government accountability. Accountability and transparency are especially sought after in public discourse regarding military action following the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and the publication of the infamous "dodgy dossier."
15 Such desire was palpable in the UK during the recent debates over intervention in Syria. Democratic accountability functions to limit the degree to which governments can employ ambiguity.
Russia, however, is unrestrained by social pluralism and government accountability. Dissent has been met with violence. 16 Putin's administration has a strong grip over the majority of the Russian speaking media in the region. 17 Russian decision making is dramatically less transparent than that of NATO members. Russia is therefore relatively unrestrained in its ability to employ both conventional and unconventional operations against their adversaries. Daesh represents freedom of operation to an even greater degree, owing to its disregard for international law. In a straightforward Clausewitzian scenario, war is clearly understood and established rules of engagement apply. NATO is designed to win these wars. In gray zone conflict it is not clear who the enemy is or what their intentions are, forcing liberal democracies to question the legitimacy of their responses with much greater scrutiny than non-democratic actors. Liberal democracies are greatly restrained in situations where autocratic states and non-state actors are not. This results in a strategic imbalance that threatens and undermines the strategic advantage NATO provides.
Cyber Operations
As NATO's adversaries develop strategies to exploit the gray zone, conventional force is likely to be used in new ways and new unconventional tactics will appear. Some unconventional tactics are likely to be more effective than others. Cyber operations represent a developing unconventional approach that can be highly effective within gray zone conflict.
Cyber operations are facilitated by reliance on networked communication. They exclusively utilize computer code in order to alter, collect data from or deactivate computer systems that have software, hardware and human components. Cyber operations cannot be directly violent because computer code 15 The poorly researched and attributed intelligence report that claimed that 
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cannot directly damage a human in the same way as kinetic, energy or agentbased weapons. 18 Nevertheless, they have become a notable element of modern conflict, including being used to shut down nuclear enrichment facilities 19 and spy on governments. 20 In the recent UK National Security Strategy and Strategic Defence and Security Review 2015, the government committed £1.9 billion to "protecting the UK from cyber attack and developing … sovereign capacities in cyber space."
21 Cyber operations are of particular value in gray zone conflict thanks to two key characteristics: inherent problems associated with attribution and deniability on the part of the attacker.
For adversaries who want to make strategic gains without reaching the conflict threshold laid down by NATO (Article 5), the idiom "on the Internet no one knows you're a dog" rings particularly true. Anonymity is a central characteristic of activity in cyberspace. Attributing cyber attacks to adversaries (be they individuals, non-state actors or nation states) is complex, time consuming and challenging. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the resulting verdict of attribution will be so certain as to justify a traditional military response. Therefore, the deterrence effect that NATO has been so successful in achieving in terms of armed conflict in Europe does not apply to cyber operations. Indeed, many NATO members have been struck by various forms of cyber attack, most notably the large-scale denial of service attack against Estonia in 2007. 22 In 2015 Thomas Rid and Ben Buchanan assessed the attribution problem in an attempt to understand its challenges and advise policymakers on a potential solution. They concluded that attribution analysis is an art form requiring "skill, tools as well as organizational culture: well-run teams, capable individuals, hard-earned experiences and often and initial, hard-to-articulate feeling that 'something is wrong.'" 23 Further, they warn that attribution is not a binary matter of possible versus impossible. Rather, attribution can be achieved with varying levels of certainty. Perhaps most importantly, Rid and Buchanan point out that attribution is a matter of political will: it depends on the resources that governments want to put into tackling it.
Rid and Buchanan developed a system they call the "Q Model" for attribution. This model requires three layers of scrutiny including tactical (technical), 18 Rid, Cyber War Will Not Take Place, 13. 19 However, this model does not solve the problem of attribution. Advanced adversaries will still be able to obfuscate their role in cyber operations to a certain degree, most likely by pointing the finger at another actor. This can be achieved with the use of a certain language or skillful placement of what appear to be coding mistakes. Rid and Buchanan point out that "The perfect cyber attack is as elusive as the perfect crime." 24 However, adversaries in hybrid war do not need to achieve the perfect unattributable cyber attack; they simply need to cause enough doubt in the minds of analysts to limit or slow policymaker's responses.
The second characteristic of cyber operations that is particularly important to understand in the context of hybrid strategies is deniability. There is an increasing trend towards deniable partnerships between states and cyber operations specialist groups, which insulates the state from blame for disruptive unconventional campaigns. During the early stages of the civil war in Syria, President Bashir Al-Assad's regime developed an ambiguous relationship with a group called the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA). The SEA was a pro-Assad movement that hacked into Western websites and social media accounts, defacing them and spreading pro-Assad messages. High-profile targets included the Onion, the Associated Press (AP) and Harvard University. 25 However, the SEA was not Assad's personal cyber army, and their relationship was often publically strained. 26 As a result, Assad could plausibly deny that his regime was responsi- ble for defacing Western websites and stealing data from US institutions while benefiting from the tactical success of the SEA. It has been suggested that Russia used the very same model to carry out cyber attacks on the Georgian government in 2008 and Estonian financial institutions in 2007 through the organization known as the Russian Business Network (RBN).
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Cyber operations are difficult to attribute and in some cases deniable even if a degree of attribution is possible. They also have the potential to be extremely dangerous. While computer code will never kill a human being directly, it is highly likely that cyber attacks on industrial or societal infrastructure will one day result in death. For example, in 2006 the Aurora experiment demonstrated that code-based exploits can result in kinetic effects, 28 and in 2010 the Stuxnet worm proved to be behind the malfunctions of centrifuges at the Natanz nuclear facility in Iran. The potential for both ambiguity and effectiveness means that cyber operations are very likely to be employed by gray zone adversaries in the future as they have been in the recent past.
Challenges for NATO
NATO recognizes that hybrid warfare is a strategy it must come to understand and learn to combat. NATO must take special notice of the role that cyber operations play within hybrid strategies with special emphasis on their ambiguous nature. Three specific challenges are apparent. First, there is the question of how to apply Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty in the case of a cyber attack on a NATO member state if attribution is not a binary proposition. Second, if attribution and deniability restrain NATO's use of force, the Alliance must find a way to deter adversaries from the use of low-intensity tactics, such as those employed in Estonia, Georgia and Eastern Ukraine. Finally, it remains to be seen whether NATO can employ cyber operations as part of a gray zone strategy while respecting the liberal democratic principles that separate the Alliance from its adversaries. In other words, it would be wise for NATO to engage in gray zone strategies.
Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty states that "an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them all." As such, the Alliance will take "action as it deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area." 29 The first problem with Article 5 regarding cyber attacks is the debate around the degree to which cyber attacks represent an "armed attack." 30 If cyber attacks cannot be considered violent 31 there must be debate over their status as "armed attacks". If a cyber attack is not considered to be an armed attack, such an event does not automatically trigger the process of collective response on which European security has been based since the end of the Second World War. However, this view has been challenged in the wake of the 2007 cyber attacks against Estonia. NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg confirmed that NATO deems cyber attacks within the spirit of the requirements for action based upon Article 5 commitments. 32 This echoes the unilateral stance taken by the United States. 33 The next question associated with this first challenge is how to justify a military response to a cyber attack invoking Article 5 when the process of attribution (as described by Rid and Buchanan) requires time, investment and a multilayered approach in order to produce a conclusion that is unlikely to be one hundred percent certain. Even if the legality of an armed response to a cyber attack is agreed upon, the confidence of NATO commanders in their actions must be based on the fallible science of attribution. Moreover, it will be difficult for NATO to react decisively if the adversary suspected of carrying out a cyber attack has a degree of built-in deniability, such as those between Russia and the RBN or Assad's regime in Syria and the SEA. Were cyber operations to take place alongside clear conventional military operations (as seen in Georgia in 2008), actions based on Article 5 would be clearly justified. If cyber operations were to precede the use of conventional tactics within a hybrid strategy, NATO may find itself constrained, divided and unable to act decisively as a result of an adversary engineering uncertainty through plausible deniability.
The second challenge NATO must overcome is how to deter cyber operations against NATO members. The full extent of a nation state's cyber capability is necessarily a matter of ambiguity. Should specific capabilities be revealed, the exploits upon which they are based are liable to be fixed and that capability rendered useless. This is a fundamentally different challenge compared to conventional and nuclear deterrence. While cyber operations may never be comparable to conventional or nuclear warfare to the extent that they represent an existential threat to a nation-state, it is likely that they may be used to destabilize societies, economies and populations within the sphere of influence of an adversary as part of a wider hybrid doctrine. Such destabilization may contrib-
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ute to the erosion of NATO's influence and ability to secure its strategic objectives.
The final challenge relates to how NATO's liberal democratic principles restrain it from employing the same tactics used by its adversaries, despite the opportunity to do so, and to achieve strategic success. NATO members, in particular the US and UK, have some of the largest investments in cyber operations. However, they are the nations that will be the most constrained from using such unconventional tactics openly. Liberal democratic principles including the rule of law, government accountability and transparency should restrict these states from employing their unconventional operations during peacetime. As a result, NATO is at risk of being left in a doctrinal deficit more difficult to overcome than any technology gap. NATO's adversaries are thus able to take advantage of the gray zone between war and peace: Daesh can gain territory while spreading fear and its radical message and Russia is able to make territorial and psychological gains in Eastern Europe, while NATO itself is philosophically bound to uphold strict virtues. As a result, NATO stands to have its influence eroded while being unable to play the very game it is losing.
Nevertheless, pragmatism may inevitably come before virtue. Russia has long accused the West of using the very ambiguous strategies that Western academia now recognizes Russia to be employing. 34 According to Timothy L Thomas, Russian scholars have long viewed the Soviet defeat to be the result of a clandestine information war. 35 There are question marks around how sustainable such a doctrine might be in the modern age. It is entirely possible that NATO members could create deniable relationships with online non-state actors in order to achieve the kinds of deniable partnerships that have been enjoyed by Assad and Putin. Indeed, this may be easier for liberal democratic states. The principles of many online groups often include liberty, equality and positivism, if not rule of law. However, any evidence of such partnership is likely to cause some tension between populations and governments in a post Wiki-leaks world. Furthermore, the deniability enjoyed by adversaries comes at the cost of command and control, which can lead to unintended consequences for highly networked societies. As a result, deniable partnerships are unlikely to be appealing in a NATO gray zone strategy.
Conclusion
Gray zone conflict marks an extension of hybrid warfare into the space between war and peace. It employs both conventional and unconventional methods to achieve political goals, as well as ambiguity to cloud the judgement of adversaries. Cyber operations are an unconventional tactic that has been and 34 Timothy L. Thomas, "Nation-State Cyber Strategies: Examples from China and Russia," will continue to be used in gray zone approaches by NATO's adversaries. Issues surrounding the attribution of cyber operations and engineered deniability on the part of adversaries drastically restrain NATO's ability to respond to cyber operations. It is vital that NATO develop a means by which to respond and deter such tactics, not only because of the damage cyber attacks might cause, but also because of their potential to erode NATO's influence in contested spheres.
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